).
INTRODUCTION
When investigating control algorithms for UAVs, it is important to simulate the effect of the proposed controller before being tested on a real platform. With this aim, it is required that UAV dynamic behavior is reproduced as close as possible to the real one in a simulation platform. Moreover, external conditions such as disturbances and obstacles, must be considered on the controller design. On the other hand, safety issues for operation of UAVs should be taken into consideration with the objective of minimizing risks of handling UAVs. Unfortunately, quite often a simulation framework that satisfies these requirements is not used by the UAV community; certainly a mechanism with the aforementioned properties would be an interesting tool for any researcher involved with UAVs. These observations prompted us to develop a simulation platform with the following features:
• Complete model of the UAV;
• Real parameters and models for each UAV component, i.e. control surfaces, motor and propeller model, etc.; • Modeling of outdoor real scenarios such as wind gusts and obstacles; • Possibility of choosing between different UAV models such as: conventional helicopter, fixed-wing UAV and quadrotors. Moreover, diverse kinds of each aforementioned UAV model can be simulated.
Few work has been done on development of complete model-based UAV simulators. For example, a real-time simulation of a quadrotor is presented in I.E.Putro, where the real-time simulation was performed in MAT-LAB/Simulink by means of the xPC Target, in which a pair of host PC and two PC targets were used. In R.C.B. Sampaio (2013) a commercial flight simulator has been utilized as the simulation engine for the quadrotor Pelican from Asc. Technologies; this fact represents a disadvantage due to the source code is not available for review and/or modification.
The main contribution of this paper is the development of the platform named MAV3DSim, which is capable of simulating realistic scenarios by using elaborated versions of UAV mathematical models. The MAV3DSim simulator allows the user to test controllers before being implemented on the UAV platform; in this manner, the control engineer can design controllers by taking simplified mathematical models and then test such controllers on the complete model provided by the simulator. On the other hand, the MAV3DSim simulator has several characteristics which improves its efficiency, such as the ability of tuning gains online and the visualisation of any variable involved in the system, also it has the possibility to export all the information to a Matlab compatible format for plotting and future analysis.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the MAV3DSim simulator environment starting with the simulation engine based on a multi vehicle open source simulator which is fully integrated to the MAV3DSim simulator and continuing with the description of visual representation of the data generated by the controller and the simulation engine. Section 3 presents some application examples using the MAV3DSim platform. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Section 4.
MAV3DSIM SIMULATOR
The description of the MAV3DSim simulation environment is addressed in this section. A custom C# .Net based application was developed named MAV3DSim (MultiAerial Vehicle 3D Simulator). The MAV3DSim allows read/write operation to/from the simulation engine from which we could receive all the emulated sensor data sent from the simulator, processes it, generates a control input and then send it back to the simulator as depicted in Fig.  1 . The MAV3DSim consist of three main components, the simulator engine, the controller computation and the data visualization interface. The simulation engine is in charge of the numeric integration of the dynamic equations of the UAV, here we can choose between a fixed wing UAV and a quadrotor for use it in the simulation. The input of the simulation engine is the controllers output and using the controller's output, it computes the new vehicle state and send it back to the controller as sensor data. The controller computation is the component where the control law is programmed, here it receives the current state of the vehicle as an input, then calculates the controller output and send it to the simulation engine. The data visualization interface looks like a ground station type of application, where all the variables of the state vector of the UAV can be represented in different ways, and with the addition of a 3D visualization of the attitude and position of the UAV in a 3D scenario.
Simulation Engine
The simulation engine is based on the CRRCSim Simulator [CRRCsim-community (2014) ], an open source simulator, which means that we can view and modify the source code of the simulator. The purpose of the original simulator was to aid the radio-controller (RC) enthusiast to learn how to fly an RC airplane or quadcopter. The RC community made a great effort in the development of this simulator to be close enough to reality. We have extended this work by incorporating this simulator into the MAV3DSim solution as seen in Fig. 7 . There are three different types of aircraft or UAV, a fixed wing airplane, a conventional helicopter and a quadcopter ( Fig. 2 ) and, as it is an open source simulator, the user can add as many different UAV types as desired. It is important to mention that the CRRCSim simulator implements the complete nonlinear model in six degrees of freedom (6DoF) and inside the source code we can find that this simulator is based on a NASA report for a standard kinematic model for flight simulation in McFarland (1975) .
The simulation engine sends and receive information in a standard data packet used by the MNAV100CA Robotics Sensor Suites in Crossbow Technology (2005) . The sensor data that the simulator sends can be taking as the emulation of an inertial measurement unit(IMU) sending inertial gyroscope, accelerometer and magnetometer, a GPS radio in the latitude/longitude format, altitude and airspeed. It can receive commands to move the control surfaces aileron elevators, rudder, and the thrust in the case of the fixedwing UAV and in the case of the quadrotor UAV it changes the rotational velocity of each motor.
Mathematical Model
In this section we present the mathematical model used by the simulation engine for the airplane and the quadrotor.
These equations are derived and fully described in McFarland (1975) , this reference was found inside the source code of the CRRCSim simulator and we have validated its correct implementation by comparing the programmed source code with the equations described in the NASA report McFarland (1975) .
For any aircraft in the simulation engine, the state vector x is a 12×1 vector representing the vehicle location, the inertial velocity, the vehicle attitude and the vehicle rotational velocity. The rotational and inertial velocities are referenced in the body frame while the attitude and vehicle location are referenced to an inertial frame. 
where λ is the latitude and τ is the longitude. R is the distance from center of the earth to the vehicle.
Attitude equations
These equations represent the time derivative of the rotation expressed in quaternions, and to obtain an equivalent representation of the angle from the quaternion expressed in the Euler angles(φ, θ, ψ) we have the following relations tan φ = 2(q 2 q 3 + q 0 q 1 )
is computed using the following equationṡ
where F N , F E and F D are the components of the applied force vector on the vehicles center of gravity and F G is the force of gravity.
The rotational velocity dynamic are presented in the following equations
where
C 10 = C 0 I xx and I xx , I yy , and I zz are the moments of inertia about the x, y, and z body axes, respectively, and I xy , I x z, and I yz are the products of inertia in the x − y, x − z, and y − z body axis planes, respectively. L, M , and N being the aerodynamic total moments about the x, y, and z body axes.
The fixed-wing and the quadrotor use the same mathematical model, the only difference is in the computation of the forces [F N , F E , F D ] and moments [L, M, N ], the fixed-wing moments and forces mainly depends on the aerodynamic coefficients and the deflection of the control surfaces and the quadrotor dynamics depends on the moments and forces generated by the rotors.
Graphic User Interface
A very important feature is the display of the state vector x delivered by the simulator. There are several display option which inlcude a Google Maps display for position the UAV in some point over the surface of the Earth, and it can be seen the path generated by the UAV an the possibility to add a desired or reference path along with waypoints for trajectory tracking as seen in Fig.  3 . Avionics instruments like those used in commercial aircrafts are used to display the state of the UAV, such as an altimeter which indicates the altitude relative to a reference level at which the aircraft is flying. An attitude indicator, which shows the position of the longitudinal and transversal aircraft axes with respect to the natural horizon, this is obtained by reading the roll and pitch angles. A heading indicator, which displays the aircraft heading with respect to magnetic north. And finally it includes an airspeed indicator, which gives us the aircraft speed relative to the surrounding air. Those avionics instruments are depicted in Fig. 4 .Gain tuning is a time consuming tasks and to aid reducing the time of the gain tuning it has the possibility to change the gains online and to see the effect of the new gains in the simulation.
EXAMPLES
Much of the work in the literature considers a simplified system model to investigate a control algorithm. This is a common practice and simplifies the process of control design. However, in a lot of cases the controller must be validated on a real platform, which does not necessarily match the model. In few cases, the designer test the controller on the complete system model, this is due to the difficulty to represent the behavior in any simulation software such as MATLAB SIMULINK.
Therefore, a simulating tool which can represent in an accurate manner the real system behavior is needed. Thus, starting from a reduced model, we develop controllers for two kinds of UAVs, with the aim of showing that such controllers can operate even in the non-reduced system. To this end, the operation of the MNAV3DSim simulator is showed by two examples: the trajectory control problem in a fixed-wing UAV, and the stabilization problem in a Quad-rotor UAV.
Fixed-wing UAV In this section a Lyapunov-based control law, developed in our previous work [Flores et al. (May, 2013) ], is presented to steer a fixed-wing UAV along a desired path. The key idea behind the proposed strategy, is to minimize the error of the path-following trajectory by using a virtual particle, which should be tracked along the path. For this purpose, the particle speed is controlled providing an extra degree of freedom.
Considering Fig. 5 , the key idea behind the path-following controller relies on reducing the distance between the aircraft's center of mass p and the the point q on the path to zero, as well as the angle between the airspeed vector and the tangent to the path at q. To accomplish these objectives, we introduce a virtual particle moving along the geometric path at a velocityṡ. Consider a frame attached to such particle, this frame plays the role of a body axis of the virtual particle, and is the so called SerretFrenet frame denoted by F Micaelli and Samson (1993) . It is worth noting that the particle velocity evolves according to a conveniently defined control lawṡ, yielding an extra controller design parameter.
The Dubins Aircraft model Chitsaz and LaValle (2007) is used to develop the controller. This is a simplified kinematic version of the lateral dynamics of an airplane. The Dubins aeroplane is described by the subsequent relationsẋ
where x and y denotes the inertial position of the aircraft, ψ is the heading angle, ω is the heading rate, φ is the roll angle, V t is the airspeed, i.e. the speed of an aircraft relative to the air.
Details regarding the control strategy are omitted in this paper for reasons of brevity, but the reader can find a more detailed explanation in Flores et al. (May, 2013) .
We have programmed this path-following technique into the MAV3DSim to validate it before going to the next step that would be the implementation on an experimental platform. Although the controller is designed by using the Dubins model Chitsaz and LaValle (2007) , which is a simplified version of the complete model of the aircraft, the simulations performed in the MAV3DSim, which uses the complete nonlinear model described in Section 2.1.1 show a desired performance of the control law (Fig. 6 ).
Quadrotor UAV The Quad-rotor dynamic model presented in Section 2.1.1 incorporates in addition to the actuator action, propellers dynamics and the gyroscopic effects resulting from the rigid body. For purpose of control, we omit the influence of these effects and then, only the motor's action is considered. Furthermore, a near hover flight scenario is treated; with the aim to simplify the control design, the pitch and roll angle are considered equal to zero for the x-position and y-position control, respectively.
To develop the controller, we will use the bilinear model (7) instead of the nonlinear version, since in general the vehicle operates in areas where |θ| ≤ π/2 and |φ| ≤ π/2, these constraints are satisfied even when the nonlinear model is used together with a feedback control Bouabdallah and Siegwart (2005) .ẋ
The proposed control strategy is based on the idea that the global system (7) is constituted of two subsystems, the attitude dynamics and the position dynamics, each one with a time-scale separation between them Flores and Lozano (2013) . From this fact, it is possible to propose a hierarchical control scheme where the position controller outputs desired attitude angles (θ d , φ d and ψ d ) which are the angles to be tracked by the orientation controllers.
The movement in the x − y plane is generated by orientating the vehicle's thrust vector in the direction of the desired displacement. Then, θ d and φ d behaves as virtual controllers for the positioning dynamics. The control proposed for z an x, respectively, are defined by
where k vx , k px , k pz and k vz are positive real numbers.
Using the control described above we could successfully implement it in the MAV3Dsim for the stabilization of the quadcopter and the control of the altitude. In the MAV3DSim the gain tuning was also implemented and accelerate this process with the online gain tuning feature. Figure 6 shows the simulation performed in the MAV3Dsim. Fig. 7 . Integration of the CRRCSim to the MAV3DSim as the simulation engine.
In this section two different control techniques has been applied to the same simulation environment, a path following strategy for the fixed wing UAV and an attitude and altitude controller for the quadrotor. Both simulations can be seen in http://www.youtube.com/watch?v= L-xaW_Ej-Bg
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A simulation platform is a powerful tool for the development and validation of different controllers. Here we present a simulation environment the MAV3DSim simulator that has proven to be a great candidate for the validation of different controllers on different UAV models, a path following technique implemented for the airplane and an attitude and altitude controller for the quadrotor. Future work will address the problem of robustness in presence of wind gusts. Also, our current work involves the development of a experimental platform that will communicate with the MAV3DSim and perform Hardwarein-the-Loop (HIL) simulations and then use it to test the controllers implemented in the MAV3DSim. As the MAV3DSim is designed as a ground station type of application, the experimental platform will send all the data obtained from the different sensors and display it in the MAV3DSim graphic interface. In the future, other type of aerial vehicles such as coaxial helicopters or a hybrid configuration (airplane-quadrotor), could be implemented using the simulator MAV3DSim.
